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                Outcome of patients with myelodysplastic neoplasms/syndromes (MDS) is closely related to the biology and molecular genetics of the disease as well as its status prior to allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT), which remains the only curative option in younger patients [1]. However, early in the management of MDS the ability for general prognostication in terms of HSCT planning is crucial [2], as only 10–15% of all MDS cases are generally eligible for this procedure [3]. Nonetheless, HSCT is potentially burdened by a high rate of complications and a non-negligible risk of associated mortality. Therefore, in the last decade, several groups have attempted to combine both transplant-specific (e.g., age, performance status) and disease-specific (e.g., cytogenetics, bone marrow blasts) risk factors into prognostication scores built to improve prediction of outcome for MDS patients undergoing HSCT [4,5,6].
The introduction of next generation sequencing (NGS) in routine clinical practice has unveiled an abundance of molecular alterations underpinning the tremendous pathomorphological and clinical heterogeneity traditionally ascertained in MDS [7]. Such molecular markers have been found to have well established interactions with disease modifying treatment (DMT), as hypomethylating agents (HMA), and particularly HSCT [1]. For all the above-mentioned reasons, an urgent unmet need of our new molecular era has been the translation of molecular data into empowered prognostications tools, historically relying only on hematological and cytogenetics parameters [8]. The quest for incorporating such information into MDS prognostication culminated in the recent development of the Molecular International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS-M) [9]. However, a caveat to this score is represented by its best performance in treatment naïve cases, as only 30% of the cohort included in the original study had received DMT and only 9% underwent HSCT, possibly limiting its applicability in a specific transplant setting. Cognizant of the instrumental clinical utility of precisely allocating MDS patients to HSCT, we explored IPSS-M and transplant interactions in a large, real-life cohort of MDS patients, and assessed its incremental prognostication power compared to previous disease- (IPSS-R) and HSCT-specific MDS risk scores.
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                    Fig. 1: Prognostication of patients with myelodysplastic neoplasm (MDS) undergoing allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) in the molecular era.[image: ]



                


                
                    
                        
                    
                
            

            
                Data availability

              
              The datasets used for analysis during the current study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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